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poaching activities

2) How have the best results
been achieved

COUNTRIES GENERAL



LEBANON

24,000 registered hunters, plus most likely estimate 
of 500,000 unregistered hunters killing all species
of birds on a bottleneck

Entire world population of Lesser Spotted Eagle migrating
through a 20km broad corridor targeted by thousands of 
shotguns

New law 580/2017 with loopholes (killing protected species is
prohibited, but not the possession) is not enforced at all: 99% 
of reported abuses come from NGOs or cases with 
international outcry



Malta
1 – improvement in the shooting of protected species

2 – no improvement against bird trapping authorities sympathizing with illegal
trapping and general apathy of the enforcement: on average 75% of all cases in 
Malta come from CABS and/or BL Malta and 100% in Gozo. And thanks to the 
evidence the NGOs provide.



ITALY
Italy is some steps forward in tackling bird trapping: proactive NGOs, 
volunteer game wardens, a central Anti-Poaching Unit (NOA-SOARDA)

Despite strong efforts and a slow, but steady improvement, illegal killing
remains widespread and repeat offenders are common



National Action Plan
• Strengthening the SOARDA

• Employment of new Game Wardens (Polizia Provinciale)        

• Increase of local enforcement activities in the IKB blackspots

• Workshops for prosecutors and judges

• Review and increase of the fine system (frozen since 1997)
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WHAT HAPPENED IN THE REPUBLIC OF CYPRUS?
1 – Between 2013 and 2017 the slow but steady decrease was due to 
the cooperation between CABS and the Police Anti Poaching Squad, the 
GFS having reduced their number of cases.

2 – In 2017 the new system of fines, contradictory since in a country 
where 75% of trapping is practiced with limesticks, introduces the 
lowest fines settled is for the use of limesticks. But they strongly punish
mistnetting



WHAT HAPPENED IN THE REPUBLIC OF CYPRUS?
3 – HUNTERS PROTEST and the Hunting Federation issues 2 press 
releases against CABS and the cooperation with APS



WHAT HAPPENED IN THE REPUBLIC OF CYPRUS?
4 – In Winter 2017-2018 there is no more cooperation with APS, which
is left undermanned and drops down from 40-50 to 3-4 prosecutions
per year (CABS previously contributed to 80%-100% of all APS cases)

5 – Game Wardens further decrease their engagement, kept away from 
the core trapping area and with a working schedule which hinders any
prosecution. Only 1 case out of 10 we provide to them ends with a 
prosecution (10/10 with APS)



GERMANY
PROJECT EDGAR to monitor and combat the persecution of raptors in Germany

- Populating a database of all cases and achieving a general overview

- Networking, providing and organizing evidence of each cases for prosecutors: from 
the report to the fine

- Training police, prosecutors and authorities on this phenomenon

- Informing the public

RESULTS 

- 1188 cases in 10 years – 84 offenders – 38 get an oral warning, 46 
fined

- 37% hunters, 35% pigeon fanciers, 8% chicken farmers, 20% unknown



PROBLEMS AND PROPOSALS

- Police officers, prosecutors and judges have zero knowledge on trapping, biology of 
birds and biodiversity

- Most tribunals tolerate this kind of crime and issue rather oral warning than fines: 
they conisder «there is no public interest»

- The law does not punish the possession of raptor traps

CABS proposes the creation of regional central departments with a staff that deals
with the prosecution of raptors and other crimes against biodiversity and follows up 
every case until the verdict of the tribunal, collecting the evidence and  «guiding» the 
prosecutors towards a technically correct verdict. Suggests a guideline to be issued by 
the Ministery of Justice, underlining the seriousness of these crimes to be considered
a damage for the society. Plus a total prohibition for the possession and trading of 
raptor traps.



GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

POSITIVE ASPECTS NEGATIVE ASPECTS

Proactivity of NGOs No relevant evolution in the last 2 years

Central Anti-Poaching Units General lack of interest in tribunals

Cooperation between different
stakeholders

No political will to back up efforts

Hunting federations lobbying against
serious improvement


